Science By The Glass

Professor Alexander Pearl is an Assistant Professor at the Texas Tech School of Law as well as the Director of the Center for Water Law and Policy. He will be discussing circumstances of water in the United States at our popular Science by the Glass event tonight at the Fox & Hound on 82nd and Quaker at 6PM. The title of professor Pearl’s discussion is “The (Next) Big Short: Our Water Crisis.” Professor Pearl is currently conducting research on groundwater in Texas and how property rights govern the pumping of water in regions of over-drafted aquifers. He earned his B.A. in Philosophy from the University of Oklahoma and later graduated from the University of California-Berkeley School of Law. LEARN MORE

Video of the Week

James Duncan, a Ph.D. student studying wind energy, works in the National Wind Institute with his advisor, Dr. John Schroeder. His research group’s main focus is smart wind farms. They look at the challenges and the underperformance of current wind farms and use mobile Doppler radar systems to document and analyze the change in wind “flow fields” between the turbines. James also investigates the solutions that wind farms can implement to mitigate their efficiency problems. This video is a part of our Videos for Science series. WATCH NOW